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Goals of ETCS 
Establishment of ONE the train control systems in Europe, 
equipping trains with one system for seamless cross border movements 
Open access for trains to any trackside 
Open market for train control system  components 
Introduction 
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Trans-European Network 
High-Speed Corridors Conventional Rail Corridors 
Source: P. Winter 2003 
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How to save development costs, time as well as how 
to ensure one unique interoperable ETCS? 
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How to save development costs, time as well as how 
to ensure one unique interoperable ETCS? 
=> Feasibility and Validation of track and system engineering 
will start late! 
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How to save development costs, time as well as how 
to ensure one unique interoperable ETCS? 
Using a real  
ETCS on-board unit 
Using a real  
ETCS Radio block Center 
Feasibility and Validation of 
track and system engineering 
Using the planning 
=> Getting tracks properly  
into operation! 
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Distributed simulation environment including: 
On-board units, Train behaviour, Drivers cabin, Track visualisation 
Air gap,  
Interlocking and RBC 
GSM-R 
Interlocking Radio Block Center 
Track occupation detection Baslie Group Main Baslie Group 
LEU - Lineside electronical unit 
ETCS  
onboard unit 
   IL  
Main Signal 
Railway Simulation and Testing laboratory - RailSiTe® 
Virtual reality lab for lab tests  
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Railway Simulation and Testing laboratory - RailSiTe® 
Virtual reality lab for lab tests  
Virtual Train operations 
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Hardware in the loop Tests - here an ETCS OBU 
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Mapping of generic operational scenarios to  
a generic track layout or real project data 
Vmax 
s 













=> looking for a Format for the Description of Operational Scenarios!? 
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Scenario description using UML Sequence diagrams 











Pk 12: Level 1 MA
Pk 5: Linking
Pk 21: Gradient profile
Pk 27: International static 
speed profile
Pk 80: Mode profile
Pk 51: Axle load speed 
profile
Pk 70: Route suitability 
data 
BG B
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Features, Test Cases 
Subset-076 
Features, Test Cases 
Real tracks 
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Comparison of operational and technical Functions 
Examples 
Technical Tests focus on technical functions, like 
Management of movement authorities or linking 
Management of radio communication session 
Start of Mission / End of mission 
Modes: Shunting, Trip and Post Trip,.. 
 
Operational Tests focus on major functions and error conditions 
Management of train movements and route settings according to 
time schedules 
Management of wayside components like switches, signals, axle 
counters and failures 
Especially for entering ETCS from and leaving ETCS to national 
System (Class B) 
Management of train hand over at operational boarders 
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Extension of included technical Test Cases  
operational Feature III 
Operational Test Cases derived from the Technical 
Test Specification for ETCS 
operational Feature II 
operational Feature I 
technical Feature C 
technical Feature D 
technical Feature A 
technical Feature B 
technical Feature E 
technical Feature F 
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Word Format for operational Tests 
Train driver starts operation in Staff Responsible mode 
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Word Format for operational Tests 
Train driver starts operation in Staff Responsible mode 
Extensions - operational Test Steps 
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Conclusions of the approach for the Feasibility and 
Validation of track and system engineering in the lab 
Avoiding miss-investment and redevelopment due to  
incompatibilities between operation and the train control system 
incompatible components bound to a specific track when the network grows 
 
Save time and costs by testing  
as early as possible  
step by step in the lab with  
simulated ETCS components and  
real components 
towards the approval in the field 
 
Maybe reducing the ETCS versions  
By the evaluation and validation of the system specification performing 
simulations before starting real train and track implementation 
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